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NOTE OF EXPLANATION

Since English has no generally accepted method of marking the printed or written word to show the difference in stress and pitch that occur in the spoken language, it has been necessary to choose an arbitrary set of signs to indicate those phenomena.

Various devices are employed at times by writers who feel the need of suggesting a higher pitch and greater stress to call attention to the "most important" word in a group. Underscoring, or italics, or quotes are used by some to achieve this end.

The printing of this lecture required the adoption of two stress marks for which special type had to be made in order to produce the contrasts necessary to the development of the argument:

1) Primary stress, with higher pitch, is represented by an acute accent over the vowel of the stressed syllable.

2) Secondary stress, with relatively lower pitch, is represented by a diaeresis over the vowel of the stressed syllable.
The Semantics of Stress and Pitch in English

by

GEORGE A. MEYER

To be or not to be, that is the question.

Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their country.

... That government of the people, by the people and for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Have your ears, not to mention your sensibilities, and your reverence for long established familiar rhythms and meanings been quite rudely jolted?

If each individual present here were to read these well-known lines from the printed page, or recite them from memory, I'm sure that you would, in each case, almost invariably reproduce them with the same stress, pitch, and rhythm patterns. There is comfort and relaxation of mind in rolling out the familiar phrases, with the stresses, relaxation from stress, and variations in pitch, that make them full of meaning.

Contrariwise, when you heard them spoken as I read them just now, the normal meaning of each group of words was violated by the change of stress and pitch on certain words. Your mind was induced to fly off in odd directions, trying to find some reason for the obvious distortion of the familiar and comfortable pattern of the normal.

The distortions of meaning and reference produced by the shift of stress and pitch are proof positive that our English language is not just the 600,000 plus vocabulary items listed in Webster's International. Those vocabulary items have to be arranged in certain sequences and patterns according to what is known as the rules of grammar. If both speaker and listener know and observe these rules, successful communication can be established. But there is much more to the problem of making our thoughts clear to a person on the receiving end.
English depends greatly on the use of stress and pitch for giving the full meaning of what we say. The spoken language, in contrast to the written language, is capable of very subtle and meaningful variations which are produced by the intensity and the pitch of an utterance. We have not yet devised a means for indicating such variations on the printed or written page. The written language is, therefore, an inferior means of communication, especially when used to record conversation, either fictional or real.

But the native speaker of English uses these devices without giving conscious thought to what he is doing. He has learned how to ring the changes on his words to convey differing shades of meaning with complete accuracy. He hears the patterns over and over, from the time when, as an infant, he begins to take notice of the sounds made by doting parents and fond relatives, as they try to establish communication with the new little bundle of flesh and bones. His first vocabulary consists of the words that are "important" to his environment. The inevitable "mama," and "papa," "up," "down," "bye-bye," "bad," "good," "nice," "pretty," "baby," "boy," "girl." There are no articles, prepositions, relatives, or demonstratives. Verbs become important a little later as he learns to move about, and be aware of himself as a doer. These first words he hears and comes to recognize are spoken with a firm stress, and most likely with a fairly high pitch, in order to attract the attention of the infant, and elicit an attempt at imitation. He thus begins his long learning of how to communicate with his fellow human beings, with his animal pets, and even with hosts of inanimate things by stressing his "important words," and using a high pitch to call his listener's attention to the person, thing, quality, or action he is most interested in at the moment.

Take the same child at the age of fifteen, and he will be doing the same thing with a vocabulary of 10,000 words or more, having added the articles, prepositions, relatives, demonstratives, possessives, pronouns, conjunctions, and auxiliary verbs, all of which later additions he will not stress unless some special situation arises that makes stress and high pitch on one of those words his most efficient way of calling attention to the special idea he wants to convey.
Let's take for example the sentence:
You paid your bills, didn't you?

This is the normal way to say these words if no special meaning is to be expressed. The stressed words are "paid," "bills," "didn't you." The unstressed words are "you," "your." They are said quickly, because they are really not "important" for the meaning of the sentence. The person being spoken to has supposedly paid his bills, and the speaker adds "didn't you?", because he is not sure that the payment has been made.

Now, take the same sentence with meaningful, attention-calling change of stress and pitch.
You paid your bills, didn't you?
The words "you," "your," and "didn't," have received the strongest stress and highest pitch, because the speaker has three special ideas to convey which are not found in the first sentence with its normal stress.

"You" now means "you," and nobody else.
"Your" now means "only yours."
"Didn't you" now means, "I'm sure you did."

Strangely enough, if you ask an American adult why he uses more force and a higher pitch on certain words in an utterance, and little force and low pitch on others he will probably be nonplused. He will be at a loss to explain the phenomena, and when the explanation is given to him, may feel as pleased as M. Jourdain in Molière's Bourgeois Gentilhomme when he learned that he had been speaking prose all his life, without knowing it.

The non-native speaker of English has to be taught what words in our language should receive distinctive stress, and what ones are of so little importance that they receive no stress. Until he learns that, his speech is often a rush of syllables with a monotonous sameness of pitch and no strongly stressed words to call your attention to the progress of his thought. He also has to learn about the differences in meaning produced by the variations in the stress and pitch of words in a sentence. It may take him years of living in America before he makes such distinctions easily and unself-consciously.

It would take him some time to learn of the incongruity, or
should I say, the gruesomeness, of the second version of the following sentence, in which only one change of stress-pitch is made.

1. What are we having for dinner, mother?
2. What are we having for dinner, mother?

If we add to variations in stress and pitch some of the up or down glides which are so meaningful when used with monosyllabic utterances, the meanings and complications become most obscure for the non-native speaker.

Take, for instance, the implied meanings, the possible situations, the moods that can be suggested by the single word "yes." Try to think of some situation that might come to mind when you hear the word spoken in the following manners. I’ll give a brief pause after each variation. Let your mind suggest some time or occasion for which each "yes" would be suitable.

Yes; yes; yes; yes; ye-e-es; yes; yes;

Or the word what?

What; what; what; what; wha-a-at; what; what;

This feature of English is so highly developed that we native-speakers depend on stress and pitch to convey much of our meaning. It is an economical method of communication in that it requires fewer words to express adequately the idea we wish to transfer from our minds to those of our hearers. Other languages in the Indo-European family, particularly in the Latin branch (French, Italian, Portuguese, Roumanian, Spanish, Provencal, Catalan) must resort to additional words, phrases, or even clauses in order to convey the meanings that English can achieve by stress and pitch. German, and the other languages of the Germanic branch of Indo-European, use stress and pitch to some extent to convey meaning, but they are much less flexible than English in their use of this device for achieving semantic distinctions.

Linguistic science is beginning to turn its attention to questions of stress and intonation in the languages of the world. This relatively new science has been preoccupied for the past forty years with the analysis of the sounds and the formal structure of languages. A formidable body of results has been obtained. Unfortunately, for the non-specialist in linguistics, this material is couched, for the
most part, in a technical jargon that outdoes even the present day jargon of the psychologist and the social scientist.

Linguistics in America has forged ahead of the more traditional approach to the same science in Europe, due largely to the impetus given to it by Leonard Bloomfield and Edward Sapir in the twenties. Specialists in the field have been creating their own vocabulary to describe their findings. This has gone on at such a rapid rate that it has been necessary to produce a dictionary of American linguistic terminology, so that scholars at home, and especially abroad, can understand the learned treatises of their colleagues in America.

Some of the most perceptive of our American linguistic scientists have been working on the problem of English intonation, and have achieved impressive results in classifying and reducing to recognizable patterns the various things that happen when one English-speaking person opens his mouth to communicate orally with one or more individuals who have been, do I dare say, fortunate enough to be familiar with the same simple, but in many ways, undisciplined and exasperating tongue. Unfortunately, from my point of view, they have approached the subject with the attitude that there are to be discovered and catalogued, certain fixed patterns of English intonation, which invariably govern the utterance of the thoughts of native speakers of English. Professor Charles F. Hockett of Cornell, one of the ablest of our modern linguistic scientists, has this to say in his chapter on English intonation (p. 34, A Course in Modern Linguistics):

> Recent research suggests that every language has a system of basic speech melodies which is as unique to the language as is its set of vowel and consonant phonemes. It may be that the normal effect of an intonation is sometimes concealed or overridden by the superposition of non-linguistic features of speech melody under the stimulus of strong emotion, but this is on a par with the fact that normal articulation of vowels and consonants is sometimes distorted by excitement, depression, or drugs.

> It is my considered opinion that this is an inadequate approach to the subject. English is not really saddled with "a system of basic speech melodies." While it is true that there are recognizable patterns of intonation that are used in certain situations, such as in
exclamations, interrogations, and emotion-tinged declarative statements, there is an all-important factor which has been unaccountably neglected by the analysts.

The rhythm, movement, and melody of our language are largely determined by the stress and pitch phenomena, and these stress and pitch phenomena depend upon the thought of the speaker. Stress and pitch have semantic value. They are not the result of the speaker following a system of basic speech melodies.

We speak, as we think, in groups of words, rarely in one-word utterances. I shall use the term "thought groups" to describe them. A thought group can be a short sentence, with a simple subject, a verb, and a short predicate. Or it can be part of a long sentence, such as a complex subject, a verb and its modifiers, a phrase, or a clause. Each thought group has one main idea it is trying to develop. There is one word in each thought group, which, in the mind of the speaker, is the most important word in the group. The speaker gives to that word the strongest stress and the highest pitch he will use in the group. Words of secondary importance receive a secondary stress and lower pitch, while unimportant "function" words will receive little or not stress, and their vowel sounds will be reduced or obscured.

All the phenomena of movement and rhythm will be determined by the approach to, and the departure from the high point, which is the word with the primary stress. The speaker, and what he is thinking and trying to convey to his listener, is the maker of his own pattern, for the particular situation and the immediate purpose he has in mind.

There can be a great number of variations in degree of stress or height of pitch on the words of secondary importance in each group. The greater the intelligence and sensitivity of the speaker, the more varied and subtle the shades of meaning he can convey. He is master of the situation.

Ex. If you want to get thère, before the cuírtain goës up, you’d better take a táxi.

It is this feature that sets English apart from most other languages I am familiar with. But when the eager linguistic scientists finish dissecting all of the nearly 3,000 known tongues of our globe,
who knows but they will have found something similar elsewhere? And then, there is always Mars.

A little look into the function of pitch, or "tone," in Mandarin Chinese will give us an interesting glimpse into a usage that is quite different from our own. In Mandarin, the same syllable may be spoken with four different pitches, and the meaning of the word changes with the pitch.

1) high-high ma = mother  
2) mid-high ma = numb  
3) mid-low-high ma = horse  
4) high-low ma = to scold

One can imagine the many faux pas the inept foreigner might commit when struggling to match tone and meaning. For instance, he might say, "Horse, (mid-low-high) this is my mother (high-high)," when he meant to say, "Mother, this is my horse." A quite unlikely situation might put him to the test of saying without a slip up, "I was numb when my mother scolded me about my horse."

But to return to the question of the use of stress and pitch to convey meaning in English, let us take for illustrative purposes three short sentences.

1) The-earth-is-round. (Each word spoken at a dead level of pitch, and with equal stress on each word.)

The sentence is "dead" when spoken in this manner. It might be said this way by a dull-witted, seriously ill, or moribund individual.

But, The earth is round. The same sentence has come to life. A secondary stress on "earth" has called attention to that word as an important element in the statement; and a primary stress, with higher pitch on the word "round" has called attention to the idea of roundness, making round the most important word in the sentence.

Now, try the same experiment with another statement.

E. It's-cold-tonight. (With no distinctive stress.)

But, It's cold tonight. Cold is the most important word, and it receives primary stress, with higher pitch. Tonight is of secondary importance.

Then still another.

Ex. Mary's-on-the-phone. (With no distinctive stress.)
Then, Máry’s on the phōne. Mary is obviously the word the speaker wants his listener to catch. It receives more stress and higher pitch.

In each of the sentences there is a “most important” word, which receives primary stress and high pitch. In the first case it was the final word, in the second the middle word, and in the third the first word. Each sentence is a simple one, with a simple subject, the verb “is,” and a short predicate. We can see in these examples, that there is no pattern of intonation except that imposed by the meaning of the speaker. He could have given different stresses, if the circumstances surrounding the utterances had been different.

For example:

The eärth is round. (To deny a statement that it is flat.)

It’s cold tonight. (Implying that it wasn’t cold last night.)

Mary’s on the phōne. (To answer the question, “Where’s Mary?”)

Now we will take a longer sentence, in which the number of variations possible is much greater. Every shift in stress and pitch will indicate a different attitude or point of view of the speaker, even though the words are identical in all six sentences. The shift may, 1) counter a statement or implication that a previous speaker has put forth; 2) deny some possibility or other which a previous speaker suggests; 3) reinforce the simple statement; 4) indicate surprise, anger, annoyance, or some other emotion.

The range of semantic values producible is almost endless. Remember that there is normally only one primary stress, with high pitch, in each thought group. The other less important words receive less stress and lower pitch.

1) He wẹnt to the öffice that mörning. (normal)
   That is where he went. Probably as he usually does.

2) He wẹnt to the öffice that mörning.
   No matter what anyone says, I’m sure that he went there.

3) Hé wẹnt to the öffice that mörning.
   I’m sure that he went there. Some others may have gone there too, but you can’t prove it by me.
4) He went to the office that morning.
Perhaps he didn't go there some other mornings, but I'm sure he did that particular morning.

5) He went to the office that morning.
He may have gone there in the afternoon, or some other time of day, but I'm sure about the morning.

6) He went to the office that morning.
I'm sure he arrived there, but can't vouch for what happened afterwards.

Most non-native speakers of English would be unable to indicate the six different meanings expressed in the six versions of the above seven word sentence. They would have to resort to the much longer paraphrases I made of each example, using a number of shorter sentences, or adding adverbs, phrases, or clauses to the original. This fact demonstrates the economy of vocabulary, and of time required, for the conveyance of meaning in English, which results from our highly developed technique of making stress and pitch serve a semantic purpose.

This sort of thing is not possible in French. For one reason, it would spoil the rhythm, the melody of that language. French does have patterns of intonation which restrict the rise and fall of stress and pitch to a limited number of places in a sentence. French people would be annoyed to hear stresses coming in unexpected places. In ordinary declarative sentences there is a rising intonation and slight increase of stress on the last syllable in each thought group, which indicates that the sentence is not yet completed. At the end of the sentence comes a slightly higher pitch on the next to last syllable, followed by a sudden drop to low pitch on the last syllable.

Ce matin, il est allé au bureau.

Frenchmen are irritated by Americans who transfer their own English stress habits to "la belle langue française," though they do find the same thing amusing and "charmant" in a pretty young American girl, especially if she happens to have a bit of Georgia in her. To achieve the shifts in meaning which we produce by stress-pitch, the Frenchman must either change the word order, add an adverb or interjection, expand with a phrase or clause, make two
sentences in place of one, or reword the whole proposition.

The importance of recognizing the semantic function of stress and pitch in our native tongue is very evident to every teacher of English to non-native speakers. Thousands of students, technicians, medical trainees, government officials, and business men from foreign countries come to this country annually to pursue studies in our colleges, universities, institutes, and training centers. Some fifty thousand were here in 1960. Most of them come inadequately prepared to use the English language as spoken in the United States, with ease and efficiency. Some of them can read the language readily, but the majority have difficulty in understanding lectures, participating in seminars, and carrying on social contacts.

While limited vocabulary accounts for much of their difficulty, a major handicap is their inability to distinguish the important words from the unimportant words, both in listening and in speaking, that is to say, they have no feeling for the significance of stress and pitch in our language.

Each non-native speaker of English will carry over into his pronunciation of English the stresses, pitches, and rhythms of his mother tongue, or he will give to each English word the strong stress and high pitch which he used in pronouncing the word aloud, in imitation of his teacher, while learning that word as a vocabulary item. He has been drilled to say "can," as of the same sound group as "man" or "ran." The article "a" he pronounces as the letter "a" of the alphabet. Consequently, he will say, "A män cån dänçe," where we would say "A män can dänçe." He may say "He cån dö it" in such a way that we think he has used the negative "can't."

Consequently, the teacher of English as a foreign language must concentrate for some time on helping the student to change long established habits, whether they come from his native speech patterns or from inadequate teaching of the language in his own country.

At this stage, it is a temptation to pry into the remote past of mankind, and try to imagine what his early efforts to communicate with his fellow men were like. We never can know with any scientific accuracy, for tape recorders, and even wax platters were
invented within the last few seconds of man's long existence as a communicating species. The earliest written records of human language are in the Sumerian tongue — a language spoken in the Mesopotamian Valley between 4,000 and 3,000 B. C. But it took eons of time for human speech to evolve to the point where highly developed societies felt the need of devising ways and means of recording in clay the important matters that were of concern to their world.

Man had found a means of communicating with his fellows about things that were of mutual interest, by using various organs that we today call the speech organs. In the course of the ages, his efforts increased the refinement of this method, and his cerebral cortex grew to accommodate and expedite the development, until by 10,000 B. C., the brain capacity of our forebears was the equivalent of that of modern man.

What was the start of this long process? Man-like creatures were living in groups as far back as 600,000 B. C. Group living inevitably involves communication. Joint action in the hunt, or in the gathering of vegetable food, called for concerted effort. The procuring, processing, and preparing of the game or the harvest for family or group consumption, required the use of names for things (nouns); their qualities, good or bad (adjectives); actions (verbs); directions, manners, and timings (adverbs); and amounts (numerals). It is precisely these vocabulary items which in modern American English are the "important words," which receive stress and pitch in normal communication.

One can imagine that our early ancestors began the process of speech development by cries, grunts, nudgings, and pointings, by which they endeavored to elicit the cooperation of members of the group in procuring the necessary means of survival in the way of food, shelter, clothing, tools, and weapons. Vocal sounds, made while gesturing, would be agreed upon by the group as a sure identification of an animal or plant that could be used for food — whether it was good or bad — what actions were necessary to capture or secure it — where, how, and when to take action — how much was needed, or had been secured.
The first speech utterances must have consisted of single words, or short, compact groups of words, that we have called "thought groups." They would be groups of content words, in which nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and quantity expressions were predominant. It must have been a primitive equivalent of Pidgin English (Man get fish), or infant talk (Baby want milk). The refinements of function words, such as articles, prepositions, connectives, possessives, case and tense endings must have come later, when settled community life developed, and man had time to work out the intricacies of relations between subject and doing, object and manner, and timing. That the verb "to be" is not essential in many languages even today, may indicate that it is the invention of a more sophisticated culture that had time to philosophize about the nature of things, because the urgent problems concerning survival were less pressing.

If this picture of man's early efforts to communicate has validity, we can say that modern English has, in a way, remained true to the origins of language, in that it still depends on stress and pitch to highlight or call attention to the important words in a sentence, and to make shifts in meaning by altering the pitch and stress on a given sequence of words.

We have, in fact, reverted to the more primitive method of thought conveyance, by dropping practically all the case endings on nouns and adjectives, and by retaining only a minimum of person and tense endings of the verbs. We rely on what we call logical word order, and stress and pitch, to make our meaning clear. The function words are reduced in sound, and the content words do the essential work of communication.

If we have established the fact that stress and pitch have definite semantic value in English, that they are not simply the product of fixed patterns of melody and rhythm, but rather shape and determine the melody and rhythm of our speech, that our meaning is clarified by the way we employ them; we have a tool for analyzing, classifying, and explaining many hitherto obscure phenomena of our language. Much as has been done in the past half century on the description of English, one of the most vital languages of our
era, there still remain subjects for many a doctoral thesis on problems of intonation.

We will apply the principles developed in the course of this paper to four problems that have as yet been inadequately dealt with by linguists.

1) Stress and pitch in phrasal compounds.

Linguists have been arguing for some time about what happens when two words are put together to form a new concept that has a different meaning from that of the two words taken by themselves.

Ex.  *Ordinary*  *Phrasal compound*
A white house  The White House
A black bird  A blackbird
A rød cáp  A rédcáp

Hockett (op. cit., p. 316) gives up trying to explain the difference. He calls attention to the fact that in “White Hoüse” there is a primary stress on the first element, and secondary stress on the second, but sees no reason for the change in stress pattern from that of the ordinary type, “A white house.” He remarks, “About all we can say is that usually a phrasal compound is idiomatic.” But he gives up too easily. He does not see that he has overlooked the element of pitch in both examples. When we say “A white house,” we use secondary stress on “white,” but a primary stress on “house,” with higher pitch — calling attention to the fact that it is a house, not a barn, or some other possible structure that is white. When we say “The White Hoüse,” the primary stress and higher pitch is on “White” because that is the distinctive feature of the residence of the President. “Hoüse” has secondary stress and lower pitch because we do not need to insist that the President lives in a house, not a barn.

Thus we have the same principle at work, as in the thought groups and sentences we analyzed earlier. We give stronger stress and higher pitch to the elements in an utterance which we wish to call attention to.

When we say “A bläck bìrd,” we call attention to a bird which happens to be black. When we say “A bläckbird,” we call attention to a certain species of bird — which is always black.
When we say "A red çap," we call attention to a cap, which happens to be red. When we say "A rédçap" we call attention to a type of porter who always appears in a cap that is red.

This same phenomenon will appear in longer compounds, and will explain the stress and pitch phenomena in long names, especially place names. Listen for the most important word, as I read the following.

Ex. Great Sàlt Láke, Sàlt Láke, Sàlt Láke City, Sàlt Láke Val­ley, Sàlt Láke Valley Conservátion District.

Yéllowstöne, Yéllowstöne Párk, Yéllowstöne Párk Museúm, Yéllowstöne Fálls, Yéllowstöne Fálls Informátion Center.

Röcky Moutnains, Röcky Mountain Párk, Röcky Mountain Párk Guide Sérvice.

Where the linguistic analysists have failed most in their studies in this area is in examining such combinations only as isolated expressions. They have not noticed that the stress and pitch phenomena in such compounds vary with the thought groups of which they are only a part.

Notice that if some other word in the thought group is made the "most important," the primary stress on the place name is reduced to a secondary.

Ex. We've already seen Sàlt Láke City.
He's been to Röcky Moun­tain Párk.
Thëy've seen the Dínosaur Mônument.

2) Stress and pitch in two-word verbs, and in the nouns made from two-word verbs.

Grammarians and linguists have not come to general agreement as to just what a two-word verb is. Everyone agrees that such combination as pick up, get in, show off, put on, are genuine two-word verbs. But what about call for, talk about, think of, play with? Using the stress-pitch test, we can easily determine how to classify such combinations.

A genuine two-word verb consists of two elements. The first element is a verb, either transitive or intransitive, sometimes both, which, as a vocabulary item, is given secondary stress. The second
element is a word that adds a plus to the verb. It is so "important" that it is given primary stress.

Ex. Take down, put over, make out, get through.

If these two-word verbs produce a corresponding two-word noun, the stress-pitch pattern is reversed. The verb or action part becomes the most important element, and it receives primary stress, while the second element receives a secondary stress.

Ex. A show off, a setback, a cook out, a pick up.

Those verbs which have a second element which frequently is associated with them, but which cannot follow the stress-pitch patterns noted above, cannot be classed as two-word verbs. As vocabulary items, the verb element will receive primary stress, and the second element is simply a dangling preposition, that will normally receive only secondary stress.

Ex. Call for, dream about, think of, take to, come from.

They are at the present time incapable of producing two-word nouns. It would result in nonsense if one tried to convey meanings by using such forms.

Ex. He did a call for.

Her dream about was frightening.

What was his come from?

3) Juncture.

To go into the problem of what the linguistic scientist calls juncture would take a full-hour's time, and would, no doubt, bore the listeners as much or more than it bores the average English professor. The analysis of how we progress from one word to the next in a thought group, how we join our words together, has led scholars to try to find meaning in the gaps between words. They would do better, to examine the possibility of explaining such gaps as the mere mechanics of adjusting the speech organs to the effort needed for getting on from one sound to the next, and to the attendant phenomena of stress and pitch.

4) English word stress.

One other area in which the semantics of stress and pitch can
be observed is in the word stress, or accentuation of English words of more than one syllable. Most treatments of this problem begin with the notion that it is characteristic of English stress patterns, that the stress normally falls on the first syllable, with the corollary that any stress that falls on a syllable other than the first is a departure from the norm.

Without going into detailed argument at this time, I would say that the English language does not have a fixed pattern of word stress, imposed by some law of form or of speech melody. Stress falls on the element in a polysyllabic word that is the most important semantically. This can be shown easily in the case of words of Germanic stock. The root word naturally receives primary stress when pronounced alone as a vocabulary item. It will have primary stress in derived polysyllabic words if the prefixes or suffixes are not "more important" than the root.

Ex. wórth, wórthy, wórthily, wórthlessness.

The root word retains its primary stress, even when it is the second or third syllable of the derived word, provided it is still the most important element.

Ex. unwórthly, unwórthily.

But if an element is added that is more important than the root word, the root word loses its primary stress, and the added element receives primary stress.

Ex. trústwórth, pénnywórth, wórthwhile.

The problem is quite complicated when we try to explain the stressing of words of Latin, French, and other linguistic origins, but probings to date would indicate that evidence for the semantic value of stress in polysyllabic words borrowed from other sources is not hard to find.

The use of stress and pitch for semantic values gives English an advantage over languages that do not have this feature. It is economical of time and effort. It is capable of great subtlety, combined with simplicity of structure. It makes the spoken language more interesting to listen to. Try observing the way our best commentators on radio and television use it to advantage. And if you listen to commercials, you will soon understand how the abuse of it can drive one to the dangerous extreme of settling down to a good book.
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